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 A ccidence	[§§ 4 77-s
become in OE. *berand, *bindaiid = Goth, bairand,
bindand, but, as in the second and third pers. singular, the
third pers. pi. was remodelled on analogy withjthe^ first
class of weak verbs which regularly had -dnj>i in prim.
Germanic. -an]>i became -a]? in OE. through the inter-
mediate stages -an)?, -onj>, -6f> (§ 218). -aj> became -as in
late Nth. This -s plural has been preserved in the Modern
northern dialects when the subject is not a simple personal
pronoun placed immediately before or after the verb.
§ 4=77. Pres. subjunctive: This tense is properly an old
optative. The original forms of the singular and plural
of beran were *bh6roi-, *bherois, *bheroit, *bheroim-,
*bh6roite, *bh6roint. The final -t was regularly dropped
in prim. Germanic (§ 211) and the oi became ai during the
same period (§ SO). Then ai became se which was short-
ened to se (§ 217). The sb was preserved in the oldest
period of the language and afterwards became e. In OE.
the original forms of the singular regularly fell together in
bere. The old forms of the first and second pers. plural
disappeared and their place was taken by the third pers.
beren. Beside -en there also occurs in late WS. -an, and
also -tin, -on taken over from the pret. pi. indicative. On
the loss of final -n in Nth., see § 288. The final -n also
disappeared in WS. and Ken. when a personal pronoun of
the first or second person came immediately after the verb,
as bere we, wit, ge, git. Then bere we, &c., came to be
used also for the indicative and imperative.
§ 478* Imperative : The original ending of the second
pers. sing, was -e which regularly disappeared without
leaving any trace of its former existence (§ 213), whence
OE. ber = Gr. <Mpe, Indg. *bh6re. On the -e in bide
beside its absence in ber, bind, &c., see § 273. In OE. the
third pers. plural of the pres. indicative was used for the
second pers. plural. A form in -an, as beraii, bindan, was
occasionally used in the oldest period of- the language for

